
LED
DOCKING LIGHTS

BRIGHTER AND WIDER BEAM

COOL TO THE TOUCH

LOW PROFILE SURFACE MOUNT

DO-IT-YOURSELF INSTALLATION



BRIGHTER LIGHT AND WIDER BEAM
Compared to its 55-watt halogen competition, the
Attwood LED Docking LIght draws a fraction of 
the power while producing a brighter output.
The Attwood product also transmits light in a much
broader pattern as opposed to a narrow beam 
generated by today’s competitors. Simply put,
Attwood’s docking light performs like a true 
“docking light” instead of a narrow-beam headlight.

EASIER, SURFACE MOUNT INSTALLATION
Sure, power draw and performance are important,
but how about assembly. At less than 1-thick, the
lights are designed to be mounted directly to the
surface of the hull. With only a small hole for wiring
and 5 screws for attachment, Attwood’s LED sur-
face mount design makes installation as quick
and effortless as possible.

STAYS COOL TO THE TOUCH
While competitive products can generate enough
heat to create a fire hazard,Attwood LED technology
allows the light to stay cool to the touch.

LONGER LASTING
Backed by a 10-year warranty, Attwood’s LED 
docking light is designed with the most extreme
conditions in mind. Attwood uses only the highest
grade stainless and aluminum components to
ensure the product will be resistant to corrosion.
To ensure the light is watertight, all electrical 
components are fully sealed. These features 
translate into a lighting product that the customer
will likely never have to replace or service as long
as they own their boat!

CUSTOMIZABLE
As if groundbreaking design weren’t enough —
Attwood’s simple one-piece cover allows for the 
ultimate in customization. The docking light cover
can be designed specifically to a customer’s
requirements for aesthetics and materials, providing
the opportunity for a completely custom look.

Stainless Steel Bezel, White LED 6520SS1 6520SS4

*Pair in Individual Carton

Bulk Aftermarket 
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� Requires (2) #8 x Stainless Steel Phillips Head 
Screws (not included)

� Dimensions: 4-1/8" H x 8-1/8" W x 3/4" D

LED 
DOCKING LIGHTS

Once again, Attwood has proven why it is a leader in LED marine lighting 

technology. Leveraging its proprietary optical design capabilities,

Attwood has developed a game changing solution for night-time boating.

We are proud to introduce the first ever LED docking light.
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